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Girls Gotta Eat Dirt
2020, USA, 6 minutes
Filmmaker: Elliot Wilkinson-Ray, Peter Vogt, Ripton & Co.
Advisory: General

The story of three best friends, roommates, and riding
partners with a taste for the finer things. Namely plenty
of dirt on their jorts and lighthearted, fun mountain bike
action in the high alpine.

The Farmer
2021, USA, 4 minutes
Filmmaker: Michael James Brown, Sweetgrass Productions LLC.
Advisory: General

A local legend in the Wasatch Mountains, the Farmer
spends his winters harvesting one of the most precious
crops on earth: Powder.

Exit the North Pole (Tour Edit)
2021, Norway, 51 minutes
Filmmaker: Ole-André Lagmandokk, Svein Haaland
Advisory: PG — Coarse Language

Experienced polar explorer Børge Ousland is joined by
South African Mike Horn for an insane 1,500 km skiing
journey across the polar ice cap in temperatures below
-30°C, and mostly travelling in darkness. Not surprisingly,
not everything goes as planned.

Between Walls
2020, Austria, 2 minutes
Filmmaker: Johannes Hoffmann, Whiteroom Productions
Advisory: General

In spring 2019 gigantic walls of snow piled up along the
high mountain road to the Timmelsjoch, Austria. Johanna
Bolanos Cabrera and Jasmijn Hanegraef grabbed their
longboards and took the opportunity to ride through this
stunning scenery. Speed is what the girls live for!

Link Sar
2021, USA, 17 minutes
Filmmaker: Graham Zimmerman, Jim Aikman,
Bedrock Film Works
Advisory: PG - Coarse Language

Follow an elite American alpinist navigating his
relationships and motivations while attempting to
climb and survive one of the world’s most challenging
unclimbed peaks: Link Sar, in the high mountains
of Pakistan.

Walking With Plants
2020, Canada, 23 minutes
Filmmaker: Trevor Bennett, Leigh Joseph, Nicole Sorochan,
Kingtide Films
Advisory: General

Styawat/Leigh Joseph is a Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh Nation
ethnobotanist. She contemplates her relationship with
plants and their role as teachers on the very land where
her ancestors have harvested them since time beyond
memory, and her life purpose is awakened.

ASCEND: Reframing Disability
in the Outdoors
2021, USA, 12 minutes
Filmmaker: Faith E. Briggs, Mike Ferrell, TopTop Studio
Advisory: Coarse Language

Vasu Sojitra is not trying to inspire you to feel good. His
trauma doesn’t exist solely to benefit the education of
others. He is seeking to inspire you to move mountains. To
take action. Skiing is the method, but the real mountains
are the “isms” that fail to support Disabled communities,
communities of color and so many others for whom
access has not been a right.

Trustfall
2021, Norway, 11 minutes
Filmmaker: Stefan Witts, Witts
Advisory: General

A world class duo of wingsuit flyers attempts to complete
a routine of moves meant for an altitude of 3000m from a
mountainside that is half the height. The large walls that
surround them on all sides and a tiny window for success
make this dangerous, uncharted territory.
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Top Image: From the film Exit the North Pole (Tour Edit).

